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The Ranger Sword Lord of The Rings Forged Sword

Category:

Product ID: DA1310S
Manufacturer: Darksword Armory
Price: 715.00 EUR
Availability: Out of stock

See it in our store.

The Lord of the Rings Ranger sword is a recreation from the popular trilogy written by J.R,.R. Tolkien. The Ranger is hand
crafted with 5160 High Carbon steel, dual hardened to Rockwell of 60 at cutting edge and 48-50 at the core. The
beautifully detailed leather handle is accentuated by the unique pommel, making this one of the most recognized fantasy
swords. The blade is forged with a deep full length fuller.
Comes with leather scabbard.

The Lord of the Rings Ranger Sword was inspired by both J.R.R. Tolkien books as well as movies based on his stories. The
sword is hand made of 5160 high carbon steel, double hardened to a hardness of 60 HRC on the cutting edge and 48-50
HRC on the core. As with all our battle ready swords, the tang tang is peened over the pommel. The beautifully finished
leather handle emphasizes the unique pommel, making it one of the most recognizable fantasy swords. The blade has full-
length fuller.

Based on the sword of Strider the Ranger from the Lord of the Rings movie this sword was made with attention to detail
and has a solid construction. This two-handed sword is an epic weapon against the forces of darkness.

Ranger Sword is a powerful, inspirational two-handed sword. The wide, long blade makes lethal, powerful blows
supported by its weight. he Ranger sword, at 2.1 kg, is by far our heaviest battle ready sword. Despite its weight, the
sword is well balanced, responsive and durable. In short, the Ranger Sword is reliable!

Product parameters:
• Total length: 118,5 cm
• Blade length: 91,5 cm
• Blade width: 5 cm
• Point of balance: 6,5 cm
• Steel: 5160
• Blade thickness: 6 mm
• Weight: 2,1 kg
• Type: sharp
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